Alvarion/Elan Combination makes WLAN a breeze
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Alvarion UK, producers of the BreezeNET Wireless LAN cards, have settled on Elan PC Card adapters as
their recommended desktop PCMCIA solution for all their customers and distributors. The Elan P-Series
adapters, which come in single or dual slot versions are able to accept all three of the most popular
BreezeNET cards, the BreezeNET PRO.11, the BreezeNET DS.11 and also the new BreezeNET DS.11b. The Elan
P111 and P222 desktop adapters impressed Alvarion UK with their excellent reliability, as well as the
parallels in easy plug-n-play capability on both card and adapter - meaning that setting up a Wireless
LAN Network has now never been easier.

The Alvarion cards offer powerful, fast and robust wireless network infrastructures. The PRO.11 card is
suitable for indoor/outdoor with Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum technology, and the DS11 and DS11b are
indoor WLAN cards which ensure uncompromising security to prevent network intrusion and data loss by
using encryption. Hugh Garrod, UK & Ireland Sales Manager of Alvarion UK says " With the increasing
market predictions for WLAN we are pleased to be able to widen our range of Wireless Network solutions to
include not only laptop, but desktop users as well. Additionally, the interoperability of both the Elan
adapter and the BreezeNET cards further enhances congruence."

The P111 and P222 adapters are part of Elan's range of Desktop PCMCIA products. "We are delighted that
the combination of the Elan and the BreezeNET cards provide a perfect solution for the desktop user,"
comments Julian Barnard, Elan's Managing Director, "and gives BreezeNET distributors the confidence that
they can keep customers happy with the assurance of trouble-free adapter installation and solid
reliability."

For desktop users who wish to install a Wireless LAN network the Alvarion/Elan combination is another
significant step forward in Wireless Network development.

Photo available: The BreezeNET DS.11b card in an Elan P111 adapter.
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